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Abstract—In order to enhance the contrast in the regions where
the pixels have similar intensities, this paper presents a new histogram
equalization scheme. Conventional global equalization schemes
over-equalizes these regions so that too bright or dark pixels are
resulted and local equalization schemes produce unexpected
discontinuities at the boundaries of the blocks. The proposed algorithm
segments the original histogram into sub-histograms with reference to
brightness level and equalizes each sub-histogram with the limited
extents of equalization considering its mean and variance. The final
image is determined as the weighted sum of the equalized images
obtained by using the sub-histogram equalizations. By limiting the
maximum and minimum ranges of equalization operations on
individual sub-histograms, the over-equalization effect is eliminated.
Also the result image does not miss feature information in low density
histogram region since the remaining these area is applied separating
equalization. This paper includes how to determine the segmentation
points in the histogram. The proposed algorithm has been tested with
more than 100 images having various contrasts in the images and the
results are compared to the conventional approaches to show its
superiority.

Keywords—Contrast Enhancement, Histogram Equalization.
Histogram Region Equalization, Equalization Noise
I. INTRODUCTION

C

ONTRAST enhancement is acquiring clear image through
brightness intensity value redistribution. In other words,
that is enhancing features as stretching interval between dark
and brightness area. Enhanced image which was result of
contrast enhancement processing in preprocessing stage will
provide clear image to eyes or assist feature extraction
processing in computer vision system.
They can be categorized by two approaches, global and local
ones [1-3]. Global approaches improve image quality by
extending dynamic range of intensity using the histogram of the
whole image. Global histogram equalization(GHE) [4,5] is a
good example of this approach that is widely used. GHE is
achieved by normalizing the intensity distribution using its
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cumulative distribution function so that the result image may
have a uniform distribution of intensity. Since GHE is basically
using the intensity distribution of the whole image, it may cause
washed-out effect by changing the average intensity to middle
level [5-12]. And when equalization applying in the image
which has severely crowded distribution in narrow region the
many noise pixel value occurs as over-equalization processing.
To solve these problems involved in global contrast
enhancement techniques, local histogram equalization
techniques have been proposed. AHE (Adaptive Histogram
Equalization) technique which is one of basic local histogram
equalization techniques divides the original image into several
non-overlapped sub-blocks and proceeds a histogram
equalization operation on individual sub-blocks. The result
image is produced by merging the sub-blocks using the
bi-linear interpolation method [13]. In this case, a discontinuity
problem, called a blocking effect, occurs near the boundaries of
the sub-blocks. It occurs since a local contrast enhancement
technique uses only local information inside each sub-block
without considering the intensity balance of a whole image [13,
14]. For solving a blocking problem, sub-blocks are overlapped
so that the boundary pixels may be included in the neighboring
sub-blocks at the same time. But according to block size this
process need many calculation and memory quantity[14].
In this paper, we propose sub-histogram equalization based
new contrast enhancement algorithm which are preventing
over-equalization and acquiring global contrast enhanced
effect.
They divide optimized number of histogram based on
histogram density function. And divided sub-histogram region
are enhanced by sub-histogram equalization. Finally we get
result image by merging each enhanced sub-images. Proposed
contrast enhancement technique has an advantage that prevent
over-equalization effect in concentrated histogram regions and
contrast enhancement in sub-histogram region since uniformly
equalization execute in low density region.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
the advantages and drawbacks of the conventional contrast
enhancement techniques based on global and local contrast
enhancement techniques are described. In Section 3, density
measuring method for divide histogram region explained and in
Section 4, sub-histogram equalization range and result image
recovery methods will be explained. And in Section 5,
proposed algorithm is proved by the experiments where it is
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compared with those of the conventional algorithms and finally
Section 6 presents the conclusion.
II. CONVENTIONAL APPROACHES
Global histogram equalization techniques [1] acquire the
scale factor from the normalized cumulative distribution of the
brightness distribution of the original image and multiply this
scale factor to the original image to redistribute the intensity.

(b) Complex object and simple background
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An image is represented as a set of data, X = {X (i,j)|X(i,j) ∈ {X0,
X1, … XL-1}}, where each component may have one of L
intensity levels. That is, X(i,j) represents the normalized
intensity of the (i,j)th pixel in the image plane and Xk is the k-th
intensity level. To equalize the brightness histogram of a given
image X, it is normalized first to obtain the probability density
function (PDF) of the image, represented by Eq. (1).
n
pX ( X k ) = k
n
(1)
L −1
0 ≤ X k ≤ 1 and ∑ p X ( X k ) = 1

(c) Simple object and simple background
Fig. 1 Results of applying the histogram equalization function to the
whole image: left is the original image and right is the result image

k =0

Where n is the total number of pixels in the input image, nk is
the number that Xk appears in X.
To obtain a histogram equalization function, the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of Xk is calculated first from
probability density function using the following Eq(2).
k

sk = T ( X k ) = ∑ p X ( X k )
j =0

k

=∑

nj

(2)

j =0 n
Where k=0,1,..,L-1 and T(XL-1)=1. Sk is the value of the
cumulative distribution function at the k-th intensity level in the
image. Since an equalized image has a histogram having a
uniform distribution, the output image may also have a density
function equally distributed over the entire range.
Global contrast enhancement scheme generates different
effects depending on the characteristics of original images. In a
complex image as shown in Fig. 1(a), the bright and dark areas
are emphasized but there is no difference inside the individual
local areas having similar brightness. In this case, the result
image may be evaluated as the image quality is enhanced.
However, those examples in Fig. 1 (b) and (c) where a single
object is located on simple background shows that the global
contrast enhancement techniques may deteriorate the image
quality. A washed-out effect also appears since global
histogram equalization changes the mean brightness of input
image to the middle level.

If an image is consisting of those areas having similar
brightness, then global histogram equalization scheme may
generate deteriorated result images having poor quality.
In order to solve this problem and enhance contrast in
particular region local histogram which divides an input image
into sub-blocks having the same size and equalizes the
brightness distributions of individual sub-blocks is applied. As
done for the global equalization process, Eq.(3) generates the
cumulative distribution function of Xk of the i-th block first.
i

k

sk = i T ( X k ) = ∑ i p X ( X j )
j =0

k

=∑
j =0

i

nj
i

(3)

n
L −1

0 ≤ X k ≤ 1 , iT ( X L −1 ) = ∑ i p X ( X j ) = 1
j =0

In Eq. (3), in is the number of pixels in i-th block and ink
represents the number of pixels having the k-th level in i-th
block. Fig. 2 shows the result image acquired by applying a
block-based histogram equalization scheme where the original
Lena's image having 512x512 pixels is divided by small blocks
having 32x32 pixels. Fig. 2 shows an extreme example of
blocking effect generally occurring in a block-based contrast
enhancement technique where the blocks are not connected
smoothly. To reduce this blocking effect, some approaches
divide the blocks so that the boundary pixels of the neighboring
blocks are overlapped [1-2]. But blocking effect and calculation
amount are depended on block size and overlapping amount.

(a) Complex object and background
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Fig. 2 Result of applying the histogram equalization schemes to
individual blocks differently

In order to minimize losing information lose and distortion
amount and enhance contrast in low density region,
sub-histogram equalizations were proposed earlier [5-12].
These methods have in common to preserve mean brightness
but number of sub-histogram regions and threshold decision
algorithms used were different.
Firstly, BBHE [5] separates the input histogram into two
parts based on its mean brightness, and then equalizes the two
sub-histograms independently. And separating point xB is
calculated by Eq(4),and (5).
1

xB = ∫ rPr (r )dr

(4)

⎧ 1 xB
, 0 ≤ z < xB
⎪ x ∫0 Pr (r )dr
⎪ B
Pz ( z ) = ⎨
1
⎪ 1
P ( r )dr , xB ≤ z < 1
⎪⎩1 − xB ∫xB r

(5)

0

It is found that BBHE can preserve the mean brightness, if
the input histogram has a symmetrical distribution around its
mean. But every image doesn't have this property, mean
brightness preserving was depended on input image.
DSIHE[6] is very similar to BBHE, except that the
separating point xD is selected as the median gray level of the
input image, i.e., xD satisfies Eq (6).

∫

xD

0

Pr ( r )dr = 0.5

(6)

Also RMSHE(Recursive Mean-Separate Histogram
Equalization)[7], and RSIHE(Recursive Sub-Image Histogram
Equalization)[11] are recursive algorithms of BBHE and
DSIHE. These two recursive methods have improved results
comparing with previous methods and mean brightness was
similar to input image's but equalization effect was reduced.
And they have another weak point that has not flexible interval
of number of region and also its decision is manual. And they
cannot solve over-equalization effect problem in specific image
that has high density distribution narrow range.
As shown in Fig. 3, the proposed algorithm analyze whole
histogram density of the image and divide histogram regions
and perform sub histogram equalization in divided regions
finally merges these sub equalized images.
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Fig. 3 Block diagram of the proposed algorithm

III. HISTOGRAM DENSITY ANALYSIS BASED ON HISTOGRAM
DIVISION
As a first step in the proposed algorithm, in order to split the
entire image, histogram density based analysis method is
explained by referring to Fig.4.
Fig. 4 (a) shows image histogram that has rapid variation and
high density in specific histogram area. When GHE process
through this image, the dark area around the cameraman which
has high-density histogram has a wild interval as Equalization
processing. And the sky around the area also has a large gap
and increases the contrast as Equalization processing.
(Reference Fig. 4(f)) However, as the histogram analysis of
equalized image's light area and between dark area around the
cameraman and ground area show the brightness information
was missed. And Fig. 4(g) shows more flat histogram
distribution as local histogram equalization, but the light area's
missing information and distorting pixel value were increased.
The image that represents over-equalization effect has
several characteristics that histogram distribution change
quickly and hardly focus on some histogram areas. Therefore
the reason of over-equalization can be known by analyzing
histogram CDF function which is standard of brightness value
redistribution.
Firstly, characteristics of PDF that has abrupt change or high
density show CDF's change is also abrupt. Therefore, the gap
between redistribution pixels is also wild. As this interval
grows, parts that have seen continuously with small Differences
are relocated with large interval. This resulted image is looks
discontinued and damaged. As seen in the equalization region
that has distribution ranging from high and low, high
distribution areas are relocated with wild intervals and where as
low distribution areas have broaden distribution and lost the
focus.
These characteristic let lose low distribution area's pixel
information and damage extremely as growing difference
between high and low distribution histogram area.
Therefore to enhance low distribution histogram area's
contrast and prevent these distortion effects as equalization,
some sub-histogram area's equalization have to be performed
independently. And these areas include low and high
distribution areas and rapid change distribution area.
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(a) Histogram of input image
(a) Original Input Image
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(b) Histogram of whole image

(c) Histogram of man region

(d) Histogram of ground region

(e) Histogram of sky region

(f) After global equalization

(g) After local equalization

(b) Density function
Fig. 5 (b) Density function acquired from (a) the example histogram
using a window size of 6

B. Region Separation Based on Density
To divide region which has different density calculated
density function, region which has similar density was grouped
one region with considering neighborhood density function.
High density area was main region because high density area
cause over-equalization effects and rest area was assumed low
density area.
Firstly, calculated density function was sorted descending
order because high density area is cause over-equalization
effects.

Fig. 4 Histogram of the objects in the original image as shown in (a)

A. Density calculation of histogram region
To divide low and high density distribution area, sum of
distribution quantity was used based on neighborhood
histogram's distribution as define Eq. (7). Each intensity's
density reference neighborhood brightness based on defined
window size. By referring to the neighborhood pixel
information, histogram density which can divide low and high
density histogram area was calculated without error which
caused sudden change.
n+

Dn =

w
2

∑

i=n−

w
2

f ( xi )

(7)

Fig. 6 Labeling the intensity in a descending order

Next, to make group of high density area, group area was
extended from the center point of the group. Basic window size
was not suitable to every density function, so reference
histogram range has to change. To adjust range of region,
compared between average change and momentary change
amount as increasing window size(i). If momentary change
amount large than average change rate window size was
increased. Conversely, if its momentary change rate less than
average change rate range extension operation was suspended.

n in above eq(7) represent brightness value, and normalized
w
w
brightness value n can have a value of
~1.
2 × 255
2 × 255
And f(xi) represents frequency of xi th brightness.
For example Fig. 5 shows histogram of input image (a) and
density function (b) that was acquired from sum of
neighborhood histogram with window size of 6. Density
function was referenced sixth histogram and flatted than
original histogram.
Fig. 7 Flowchart of the density region expanding algorithm
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Finally range extension was performed based on density
order and while modifying the range of next order region
density, the overlapping of two areas are checked. Most of
similar density histogram exists in neighborhood area. Like this
overlapped area represent same area in histogram density based
region grouping, so only middle value was used. Fig. 8 shows
non overlapped region separation result with high density
order.

Fig. 8 Regions acquired as the result of applying the density region
expanding algorithm

IV. EQUALIZATION OF DIVIDED SUB-HISTOGRAM
A. Determine range of sub-histogram
Histogram region was divided by similar density regions and
then real range of equalization need to be determined.
For example Fig. 8 represents three regions which have high
density, but actually there exist seven regions because another
four regions which were exists in between three regions. These
four regions which are placed between high density regions can
prevent over-equalization effect. But these low density region
can be removed without distorted result according to around
high density region's change and distribution. And calculated
equalization value and memory size are reduced by reducing
number of unnecessary region.
This paper using Gaussian function approximation which
defines Eq. (9) with region's mean and variation which defined
Eq. (8) for remove unnecessary regions and redefine new
region range.

σ n2 =
g n ( x) =

nE

∑ (x − μ

x = nS

1

σ n 2π

n

) 2 × f '( x)

exp(−

( x − μn )2
)
2σ n 2

Finally, meeting point between approximated Gaussian
functions is used boundary value for sub histogram
equalization. Areas are divided as shown in Fig. 10 in
approximated result as Fig. 9. Fig. 10(a) represent founded
region in approximated Gaussian region, and Fig. 10(b)
represent applied finding region information in input image's
histogram.

(a) region adjustment using (b) its application to region
approximated Gaussian functions adjustment in the histogram
Fig. 10 Finally obtained sub-histogram regions

B. Merge of Contrast Improved Sub Images
Fig. 11 shows each sub equalized image. Sub histogram
equalization was performed by each region's brightness values
and each region's CDF function. And each sub histogram
equalized image was merged in final result image. Fig. 11
shows three divided histogram(b), and each (c),(d),(e) images
show sub equalized result which each use unnormalized
brightness range of 0~46, 47~195, 196~255. Finally result
image is obtained by merging of (c),(d),and (e) image.

(a) Original image

(b) Segmented histogram

(c) Result images of regional
histogram equalization(0~46)

(d) Result images of regional
histogram equalization(47~195)

(8)
(9)

σn2 in above Eq. (8) represent variation of selected region, μn
is center value of selected region and Gaussian distribution was
generated with center value μn. When two equations are
applied, Gaussian approximation function can be obtained like
Fig.9.

Fig. 9 The density function approximated by Gaussian function taking
into account the selected regions
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(e) Result images of regional
histogram equalization(196~255)

(f) Final result image

(a) Original image

(b) Edge image of (a)

(c) Result of global histogram
equalization

(d) Edge image of (c)

(e) Result of RSHIE

(f) Edge image of (e)

Fig. 11 Merge of contrast improved sub images
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V. EXPERIMENTS
The proposed algorithm has been implemented using VC++
in a Pentium IV PC having Windows XP operating system.
Experiments with the local and global image characteristics of
images which are airplane with sky background image and
complex building images are performed. In order to evaluate
the proposed method previous algorithms image results and
proposed algorithm's result image are compared by represented
features of object's edge and histogram results.
Initially, previous and proposed contrast enhancement
algorithm’s extracting edge performance evaluations are
compared using canny edge detector. Fig. 12 shows result
image of comparing edge detection characteristic with original
image, GHE, RSHIE and proposed algorithm applying image.
Fig. 12(a) shows a letter written blurry in the plane as original
input image which is hard to classify because the contrast level
in plane is low. Fig. 12(b) shows edge characteristic in original
input image. There only exist between plane and sky region
without edge of inner plane. Global equalization result image in
Fig. 12(c) shows as over-equalization effect in relatively dark
area with inner plain and bright area with sky region. Therefore
contrast in GHE result image is getting poor as inner plane
region was darker and sky region was brighter. As result inside
of the plane was changed similar brightness, as shown in Fig.
12(d) edge property was disappeared and increased ring noise
effect which exist in bound between plane and sky than original
image. Fig. 12(e) shows result image which is applied RSHIE
algorithm. Number of RSHIE algorithm's iteration is 2 and 4
regions are divided. Over-equalization is not prevented
perfectly so blocking effect appears in right sky region. And the
edge feature is improved than original input image but the fine
feature of inner plane was not detected as shown Fig. 12.
Enhanced result image of proposed algorithm in Fig. 12(g) can
do to prevent over-equalization as split high density region
which is a reason of over-equalization and perform sub
equalization. And also as shown Fig. 12(h) detail edge feature
of inner plane region is appeared as flatting low density region.
Comparing detailed part and letter written in the inner plane
region, these features was well represented in result image
which is applied proposed method.
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(g) Result of proposed method
(h) Edge image of (g)
Fig. 12 Performance comparison of the proposed algorithm with the
conventional approaches based on edge features

Next, proposed algorithm and previous contrast
enhancement algorithm are measured by analyzing of
histogram. Experimental image which is constructed person
and background is shown Fig. 13(a), and its histogram is
represented in Fig. 13(b). Most of intensity level of background
region is placed around 140 level. When performing GHE of
image which has these property, histogram of unimportant
background region which is takes most part will redistributed
across wider region. Resultant over-equalized background
region make many noise. Also person region's contrast is
reduced and average intensity became lower. Fig. 13(f) shown
result image which is applied RSHIE algorithm. Number of
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RSHIE algorithm's iteration is 2 and 4 regions are divided. But
it cannot get large contrast enhanced effect in the inner person
region as comparing original input image.

(a) Original image

(b) Histogram image of (a)

which has narrow and high density histogram distribution is
distortion of region which has low density and wide
distribution. To solve these problems, input images histogram
region was divided based on histogram density and sub
histogram equalization was performed by each region
equalization function. Proposed algorithm divides many areas
for small equalization effect in histogram region which has
narrow and high densities. And other region's histogram
equalization is performed normally. As a result proposed
algorithm's superiority can be proved by improving feature
which has low density and broadly distributed without
distortion. Our future work involves extending the proposed
method to variety of electronic appliances where contrast
improvement is necessary.
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VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a new contrast enhancement technique
that performs sub histogram equalization based on histogram
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